How To Learn Magick Presents:

5 Powerful Secrets On How To
Make Your Magick Spells And
Rituals Work Nearly Every Time!

Get Serious Real Advice From A Student Of Magick With
Over 14 Years Of Experience. He Spills The Beans On How
To Make Your Magick Rituals & Spells Work!

This report may be reprinted, copied and given away in any way you see fit.
Please share this report with anyone who wants to learn magick, interested in
wicca, witchcraft, the occult and psychic skills development This report can
help you develop pychic and magick powers! The author of this report takes
no legal liability in what you do with this report. What you do with the
information contained within this report is of your own doing. This
information is entertainment. Use at your own risk!

Some Guides That Can Help You...
Get A Powerful Collection Of Magick Rituals And Spells
To Bring In Truck Loads Of Cash And Financial
Abundance! Use These Money Magick Secrets To Change
Your Life To The Best It Can Be! (Click Here!)

Discover Powerful Secrets Of Magick That Can Bring
You: Love, Sex, Money, Success, Power And Health! These
Are Finely Tuned Spells That Will Bring You Whatever
You Want From The Universe Easily! (Click Here!)

Are You Interested In Learning Magick In An Easy And
Free Step By Step Method? Visit This Page And Join A
Special Training System On How To Develop Your Own
Magick Powers and Natural Psychic Skills! (Click Here!)

The 2 Most Important Universal Laws
That Apply To Magick!
Within today's special article I would like to discuss a few very real magical universal
laws that affect us on a daily basis. These same laws govern the invisible worlds that
create reality.
Being able to observe and be obedient to these universal laws will make your life journey
that much easier. You can also learn to bend universal laws with the power of your will,
but for now I will discuss a few as time permits in this lesson.
1. Magical Universal Laws #1 - The first and most important law of this universe and
every other universe that can ever exist, is the law of love. Love is the highest law of all.
Doing acts of love for yourself and others for your own best and the highest for others is
positive.
However don't ever get love confused with doing things like love spells or overpowering
the will of another being, an act of love.
Even if you believe it is for their own good, you can only bless them to be the highest and
greatest they can be on their own terms. Blessing yourself includes bringing things into
reality for the usage for you to develop and become the greatest and best you can be.
2. Magical Universal Laws #2 - The second and most real magical universal law is that of
karma. What you put out it into the universe will be sent back to you in equal amounts. If
you have a mind filled with hostility and hatred, chances are you will be hateful to others.
Being hateful to others will only make people dislike you and it will make your life harder.
You see karma is the effect of your actions in daily life.
What you think, what you say and what you do in your life has an affect on the universe.
If you intentionally do bad things like an act of evil towards another person, you will
notice it will come back to you.
Using the magical universal law of Dharma you will want to be conscious and loving in
your daily life. This will eliminate any situations where you could have karma come to
sting you when you least expect it. The law of karma is very real and should not be fooled
with. Never do hostile or hateful things to other people.
Instead bless them as much as you can. Be sure to continue using the magical universal
laws to your advantage. They are very simple. Be loving in everything you do and be
aware of your actions and the affects they have.

2 Secrets For Making Your Magick
Spells Work Every Time!
Today I would like to sprinkle a handful of tips about magick rituals, wicca spells and
using witchcraft. Don't get me wrong, there is a never ending supply of information on
wicca and witchcraft everywhere.
Being able to decide what works and what doesn't is entirely up to you. I will suggest
some magick tips and ideas to help you develop better magick rituals and witchcraft
spells.
I speak from the voice of experience but let this be clear, be sure to question everything
you ever learn about magick. Not just from me but from everywhere and anyone you
learn from.
This in itself is a big key for making magick rituals and witchcraft spells work. Now let's
discuss some different wicca advice.
1. Making magick work advice - In order to make an act of magick happen and work, is
being able to symbolize your desired result in your subconscious mind.
This is why ritual magick tips and wicca spells can be so powerful, unique, intense and
rewarding. Your subconscious mind is your own personal connection to the universe and
God and using it for magick works well.
Just being able to imprint an image, a ritual or a wicca spell to the subconscious will help
it take affect in real life. However you must also charge the magick amulet, wicca spell or
act of witchcraft with intense positive energy.
The best source of energy for all acts of magick and ritual wicca is none other then the
force and divine power of love.
2. Making magick work advice - You should use the different types of tools that are
available for magick, wicca and witchcraft. You can use anything and everything and
there is no limits to what you can use or do.
You want to make a powerful symbolic act to penetrate your subconscious mind. That is
why using things like wicca spells and repeating them works. Or using things like magick
rituals you perform daily or only once can actually work and take affect on physical
reality. The biggest secret of magick is to use it for loving results.
Some tools you can use are candles, images, fire, water, earth, air, whatever suits your
imagination. Use anything to create your own spell or magic ritual. After all it is you who
is behind the magick!

How To Get The Most From The Law Of
Attraction!
So you may have heard about the universal law of attraction first taught and shown to
mankind by mystics. Well using the law of attraction is a very real thing. However getting
the results you want with it is an entirely different thing all together.
Many people wish for the most abundance and greatest things to happen. But most of the
time it seems like the law of attraction lets them down or doesn't get them what they
want.
I want to disclose the very real powerful techniques for using attraction and how to better
use it in your pursuits for desired results.
1. How to use the law of attraction - First and foremost you must be grateful for what you
already have. When you are using the law of attraction you want to let the universe know
how grateful you are for what you already have.
Doing things like magical spells or divine prayer is a method you can use to contact the
universe. But be aware of the fact that being grateful, kind and loving towards the
universe is the first step.
The second step of your attraction ritual or magical spell is to say thank you for already
receiving your desired outcome. This isn't true, because obviously you haven't received
your result yet. But the seed of gratefulness and love towards, God or the universe, is
essential for better results. Failing to show gratitude and positivity for the results you are
yet to earn, is the very real second secret of using this law.
2. How to use the law of attraction - If you are trying to use the law of attraction to limit
or deceive another person or situation is wrong. I will tell you right now that bad things
can and will happen.
Using this law to overpower or bend someone else to your will using magick or the law of
attraction is very wrong. Using any form of universal laws that are not for the best and
greatest for yourself and others is not good.
If you try to take or abuse others using the law of attraction you are in fact using black
magick. This is a very bad thing and will bring you nothing more then negative
consequences through out your life.
So be sure to only practice the law of attraction to bless your own life, as well as the lives
of others and the world as a whole!
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